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About This Game

Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a top down action shooter with old school spirit. It marks the return of top-down shooters
with new twists. The game has score oriented competitive gameplay, and is designed for people who like fast paced action,

hordes of smart enemies, destructible worlds and ground shaking explosions.
The events take place in an alternative universe where you control an advanced hovertank, packed with the most advanced and
sophisticated weapons. Your task is simple, but nevertheless not trivial. In the fight against extraterrestrial invaders, you must

prevail!

Key features:

Enjoy fast paced and streamlined gameplay

Engage in online warfare with up to 16 players in any of the multi-player modes

Pave your way to victory with the burning remains of your enemies through 25 different missions

Complete Challenges and unlock First-Person camera mode

Create new missions or modify existing ones using the unique real-time collaborative mission editor and share them with
the world
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Title: Steel Storm: Burning Retribution
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kot in Action Creative Artel
Publisher:
Kot in Action Creative Artel
Release Date: 11 May, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Portuguese
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this is actually a good game. it may look bad from first looks, but if you are looking for a chill, 100% acheivement game, then
this is the game for you. Not bad for a HOG. More than just find the objects, you have to connect most items to make
something else, ie. sail and a boat to create a completed ship. Only thing that really plagues this release is the achievements, over
half won't unlock. As of today, only 21/43 unlock, the rest are "unlocked" by 1.4% of users who glitched them. I'd still
recommend the game though.. only keyboard or controller? too bad it looked great.. This looks and plays almost exactly like the
game "The Deal", which I also loved. I just started playing this game, but I can already tell you I am going to love it. More
detailed graphics than the average JRPG (just like The Deal game), and good music, at least one song I recognize also from The
Deal, I believe. The story, characters and fighting system seem to be good as well. I will update my review if necessary. I
recommend this game to those who love JRPG\/RPG maker games.

After playing a few hours, my one gripe is the unbalance, having too many monster fights on the main world when walking. I
am stuck in one place where it is an attacked castle. I have requested help where I cannot seem to get very far without my two
characters dying. I have tried several times and have requested help on the forums without any success. I hope that changes..
The game is world building and connected to its prequel Akashicverse Malicious Wake.
Story mode brings light into the darkness into what happens in the other games.

The game in itself seems complex at first, but when you spent a little time and play the mission mode you will learn how the
game works. Mission mode also got some extra challenges for good players.
There is also a manual in both languages in the game folder. It can help you to understand how each character works.

Your goal is pretty much to beat the other player in puyu puyu smash bros with top music in the background and all the visual
candy.

The game has some minor flaws. occasionally you will get lags. From my experience these lags mostly show up when using
Aranha's method Trick Trap Tears or when you are about to lose your game.

The game is hopefully getting an online vs mode in the future.

I believe that if you are familiar with the other games you won't be disappointed by this game.. Game looks like Rimworld and
works like Craslands.
Yea. I did buy this purely because it looks like Rimworld.

But lets open it a bit. You play whit this one character.

Start: You chose race that suprised me. Diffirent races have bit diffirent bonuses. You wake up at some "shipwreck" where you
can start your first base.

Fighting: was familiar from some game. Basicly you can craft diffirent weapons that works bit diffirent way. (get a spear and
kill enemies while walking backwards have been most basic killing mechanic on other games like Starbound.)
Hidden idea of this game was boss killing. You will get some boost items when you do so.
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Crafting: Is like any other building game. You start hand crafting and go there to different crafting tables.
Invertory space is good and plasing items to crafting table is easy.

Farming&animals: Not sure why I need farm but I could do it.

Map is random generated whit different biomes. You will find animals, aliens, nightmares, goblins and other rases on map.
Map have also layers and you can search undergound too.

Overall: This game felt from begin that I have already played it. It takes many aspect from other games and does give really
little anything new. I did kind of enjoy it because it was at easy setting actually easy (Have been playing too many hardcore
games where easy means that you can fail tutorial and need to start game from begin from tutorial).
I belive that this game have potential to become something good, but it needs some new ideas. Maybe weather would be
something this game needs. I would want to give this game "Meh".
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its the actor who voiced simon "ghost" riley so hell yea thx for the free voice pack, who want the paid one when you can have
ghost talk to you xD. With my short time with Burly Men at Sea, I've had fun. Burly Men at Sea is a short, story oriented game.
It's a fresh take on choose your own adventure games where you have to guide your characters instead of choosing choices. It
follows a trio of fishermen as they embark on a wild journey. It's soundtrack is amazing and it excels in telling the story it wants
to tell. It has multiple endings that may keep you coming back. It's a simple, short, and charming game. My only gripes is that
the game is too short and the price tag. It's not a game that is worth $9.99. If the price tag was shorter, I would probably give it a
23/25, but it costs too much to warrant that high of a review score. Unless your going to explore every ending of the game,
which should take your around 3-4 hours, the game is just something that you're gonna pick up, play for about 40 minutes, and
then never play again. Overall though, besides the short game and the way too high price tag, it is a very simple and charming
game that feels oddly nostalgic despite me not playing until recently.

Score: 19/25. its like ikaruga but with lolis
10/10. Toyota Celica!!! Great quality cars as usual.. I bought this game with a CD years ago, had hundreds of hours in it. Re-
bought it on steam because i really wanted to play it again. Absolutely great and especially UNIQUE game. Although this game
is not for everyone.

A good example of: great playability >♥♥♥♥♥♥graphics .

10/10.

Edit: Works in windows 10. Just run in compatibility (windows XP service pack 3) + admin mode. Check how on google!

Edit2: Also download the resolutions mod pack available in steam guides. Should appear at the top.. Fun and nice game. Quite
some challenge, depth and fun into it. The biggest con is that certain missions are too random or bugged. I regard to Mission:
Reorganisation and Mission: Poor Harvest. Avoid those. The most fun you can have in this game is going sandbox mode and do
it at your own pace.

So pick up the game and go conquer the Hanseatic world!. Had a initial rough start but I can say this game is heading in the right
direction now. Betting is fixed and new features are being added. Devs seem to really care about their product and have good
communication with the community. If craps is something you are interested in, then this is a great app.. Fun, retro-feel game.
Only played a little bit and have to say it is pretty awesome. Paired with a solid soundtrack, this is an action-packed game worth
the $5 price tag. 8\/10 -http:\/\/youtu.be\/y6fxPa53ZVY
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